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The Problems
There is general agreement that all is not well in engineering training in Britain. The problems are
widespread. Two large industrial groups (British Aerospace and Haliburton) have recently made
adverse comments in the national press. Small and medium enterprises complain to Scottish
Enterprise that incoming graduates do not perform. Academics report that students seem to forget
things they learned at school faster than learning new ones.
This paper is about the formation of a centre to teach engineering in a new way. If the ideas are
successful we would have the best engineering training in the country.
The ideas are based on observations made during the manufacture of several pieces of advanced
mechanical and electronic equipment using labour from students and school-leavers. The first
realisation came from remarks made by the tool-room supervisor from Ferranti, who was astonished
at the quality of engineering displayed by very young pre-graduates who were building the world’s
first wave tank models with electronically adjustable compliance. Many of these people are now
senior figures in the Scottish renewable energy industry. Confidence was increased by a study of the
early training of leading British engineers who, despite widely different backgrounds, had
remarkably similar kinds of early experience. The list includes Watt, Brunel, Maudslay, de Ferranti,
Wallis, Mitchell and Whittle. Sadly the present training methods make it much harder for anyone to
follow them today.
I propose changes to subject matter, working hours, term length, the rate of student intake, postentrance examinations, learning rate, student environment, information sources, course length,
student activity, progress measurement and assessment.

Change 1: Combining Mechanics and Electronics.
There are not many interesting aspects of modern technology that do not need a combination of
mechanics and electronics. An excellent example is the design of the wafer stepper machines which
are the most essential items in the manufacture of every micro-chip and which push mechanical
precision to the limit. Ideas from electronic circuit design can also be applied to many mechanical
problems, particularly in high-pressure hydraulics. However the professional Institutions and the
organisation of university departments seem designed to enforce separation where there should be
co-operation and unity. Students in the present joint courses have to suffer disrupted time-tables
and there are many examples of mutual suspicion and resentment. It is as if medical students were
restricted to a study of either the odd or the even numbered pages in their text books.
The new centre must, from the start, encourage harmony between mechanics and electronics, with
equal treatment of the two fields so as to turn them into a single discipline.
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Change 2: Improving Cost Effectiveness.
Training good engineers must, in the short term, be more expensive than training bad engineers but
it is much more profitable in the long term than having bad engineers in charge of industry. We
need to spend at least twice as much as is being spent now and spend it more effectively. There is
little chance of anyone giving us all the money needed, therefore much of it will have to be earned.
This can be done by using students to design and build equipment for the research projects of its
staff members, for other Departments and for projects from outside the University. We can also
allow the several small companies and design consultancies formed by ex members of the group to
use and pay for the use of the centre’s facilities. A very useful incentive would be provided if the
University allowed us to retain a larger fraction of the overheads of research grants than hitherto.
It may be helpful to put numbers on these costs. The present undergraduate fees are £8160 a year,
somewhat less than independent schools. While there may be frantic, last-minute revision binges
most students admit to working only 30 hours a week and many admit to a lower number for all but
their final year. If we accept 30 hours a week for the realistic 27 of the nominal 30 weeks in a year,
we get 810 hours of study costing somebody £9.07 each. But this is not a true cost to the national
economy. The students have to find subsistence costing a further £5000. We should also put a
price on delayed degrees caused by idle vacations. If a good graduate could initially have earned
£20,000 a year (many do better) but is not doing so because he is still at university then the cost to
the country rises to £31.29 an hour. Thus one hour costs more than a typical student-edition text
book which the students feel that they can no longer afford. It might have been more accurate to use
the highest salary that the graduate will ever earn which might be three or more times higher still.
It would cost little more to make much more efficient use of the existing buildings and facilities.
People are happy to ‘work’ much longer hours on activities which they find interesting especially if
they have control over the actual times. So by increasing the level of interest and happiness, which
is easy where computing or practical work on exciting projects are concerned, we should aim to
increase hours per week to 55. This is typical of many successful professionals and well short of the
hours worked by junior hospital doctors. I believe that, in the right conditions, it can be sustained
indefinitely without medical risks and will improve our students’ mental stamina. We are not trying
to produce people with a 9 to 5 mentality.
The hours gained so far amount to 26. By raising the hours from 30 to 55 and the weeks from 30 to
50 we increase the annual hours, and so the cost effectiveness by a factor of three.
Students who have grants tend to have a much more passive attitude to their education than those
who are paying from their own savings. Universities, quite rightly, do not want to restrict their
intake to the offspring of the rich. It is a gross waste of time and training for people to spend half
the year on a series of irrelevant, badly-paid, short-time vacation jobs. The new Centre should run
throughout the year and the facilities should be available for much longer hours than at present. We
should make it possible for some students to earn money during their course in ways that are
relevant to the subject, and to get their degrees by working harder and more efficiently for fewer
years.
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Change 3: Continuous Intake.
Retail car distribution used to be so badly affected by the sales frenzy induced by the change of
number plates in August that the regulations have been changed. Similarly students are at present
admitted in a single batch every October with gross overloading for a short time of the admissions
staff. This may have been unavoidable when the only reprographic system was board and chalk.
But now it means that expensive facilities are heavily congested for a small fraction of the year and
unused for the rest. The aims of better equipment use are served by a continuous entry system.
There will always soon be another vacancy, always a student suitable to work on a new project and
always be a fully-trained person about to leave. Industrial head hunters will have a continuous
supply rather than alternating between glut and famine. This change could improve the fraction of
time in which equipment is used by a factor of three.
The block admission leads to a strong group solidarity of like-minded students. If this bonding were
directed towards achievement then it would be desirable. However it is strongest at the bottom of
the class and leads to plagiarism and negative attitudes. Mob behaviour tends to be worse than that
of the worst individual.
There is at present almost no contact across the years except for some recent attempts at tutoring for
tutorials, aimed mainly at reducing staff loads. There is no chance of further contact after the end of
the tutorial. There is no opportunity for good examples to be set and followed. We must ensure
that new students identify with and accept the best attitudes of the best seniors.
If a class of 70 students is divided into two groups of 35 who have one tutorial a week, then the oneto-one contact time with members of staff is at present measured in minutes per term. Students at
the final stages of their course represent a valuable but untapped, pool of teaching capability which,
if they are as good as they should be, could be nearly as useful as contact with academic staff and
less impeded by shyness. This resource can be tapped if senior students use newcomers as
assistants for the completion of their projects. It takes practice to be a good subordinate and even
more to be a good supervisor. Both are essential in industry. At present students get no experience
of either. One-to-one contact time with senior students could be more than one hundred times that
with academic staff under current arrangements and very nearly as effective.
Change 4: Post-entry Tests.
All conversation, let alone education, is based on assumptions of existing knowledge. I recently
found that about one third of a group of second year mechanical engineers were unable to derive the
diameter or circumference of a circle from its area. On discussing this with colleagues I learned that
they too had observed confusion about the difference between radius and diameter. This is
shocking. The concepts of simple harmonic motion and pressure were also missing. Eleven out of
twelve groups of third-year students denied knowledge of lift and drag forces on aerofoils. A final
year student who did not understand the U-tube manometer was awarded a 2.1. No final year
student knows what a reamer is. It is clear that at present we cannot make any assumptions about
the state of knowledge. If we proceed on false expectations the entire effort is futile.
Examinations at the start of a course, when there is still time for a problem to be corrected, are more
useful than those at the end. Knowing the date of an examination induces a mode of revision which
concentrates on short term memory followed by immediate amnesia. We must test and retest the
areas of essential knowledge on which any other stages depend at unpredictable dates. An
examination which has six questions in which a student can scrape a pass by giving bad answers to
only three, is quite useless. We need post-entry examinations with many hundreds, perhaps even
thousands, of very short questions which will give accurate measurements of what is not known.
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The same questions can be given over and over again in a different sequence with different numbers
to measure progress. There is no reason why these ‘examination’ papers should not be freely
available at any time and used like a reference book or revision document. The very act of
answering them repeatedly will have educational value. It should not be difficult to make the
marking of these core knowledge tests entirely automatic, leaving the staff marking effort to the
later stages.

Change 5: Self-Paced Learning.
There may be some subjects for which long lectures to build a train of arguments are necessary.
However it is more likely that the present format is imposed for the convenience of time tables. It
can be difficult to cramp or stretch material into coherent 50 minute lengths. It would be an odd
coincidence if this were the best duration for every topic and every student. Many key ideas in
engineering can be explained in a few minutes. If those minutes are chosen when the topic has
particular relevance to the solution of a current problem then that knowledge will be retained for
life.
It is important that a short theoretical discussion is followed by immediate practical use of the idea
and a period for transfer of the idea to long-term memory. For example it is not difficult for most
people to remember a telephone number. With difficulty they may remember a short string of them
given together. Over time they may be able to build up a mental list of all their telephone contacts.
But very few people in the world could remember any of a list of numbers which took fifty minutes
to read. Most students do not recall more than three ideas from a lecture because later material
over-writes what has come before. If any readers dispute this then they should try to recall the news
headlines from the previous day.
After making students sit through long lectures for which they have only a lecturer’s promise of
relevance and plenty of counter evidence, the present system then gives them no time to think. No
professional writer or designer could work with the number of interruptions enforced on students
and which students in an overcrowded class-room enforce on one another. The new centre must
therefore find ways in which people have more control of when they learn and have privacy to do
so. We should observe them to ensure that they are doing enough but not dictate the time to the
nearest minute as we do now.
Change 6: The Learning Environment.
Undergraduates wander the corridors like refugees with only the books and papers that they can
carry. The books are very few because they feel that they cannot afford them. The value of tens of
thousands of pounds worth of education is reduced for the need of a few hundred. They leave the
university as soon as they can because it is such an unpleasant place. Many can be seen arriving at
ten in the morning. Few are found after four in the afternoon. This tendency is encouraged by
official restrictions on access in the evenings and at weekends. We should ensure that every student
from the very beginning of the undergraduate course has a warm, well-ventilated, defended space in
the form of a cubicle with a desk, filing system and book shelves which feels a comfortable place to
be. After working without it I have learned that there should be at least a glimpse of daylight. The
cubicles should have a width of at least 1.4 meters and an area of 3 square metres. There should be
a library of the most essential books, data-sheets, course documents and technical literature in the
same room, not across the campus. From their secure base each student should be able to see the
activities of all the other students and staff when they want to but not be distracted by them when
they do not. This means that we need careful attention to architecture to resolve the conflict
between distracting sound and useful sight.
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Change 7: Information Access.
The present arrangements try to remedy the absence of easy access to data sources by lecture handouts. I believe that these can be very damaging because they produce a dependency culture in which
the ability to find information and use the index in a book is degraded. Students regard it as unfair
if a question does not state every item of data needed for its solution or if it includes any that are
not. I recently gave an assignment which involved defining what was difficult about the previous
one. In response one student claimed not to have been able to start a question because of ignorance
of the density of steel. This is not atypical. We must provide rich data sources but demand some
token effort before they can be tapped, just as in an industrial environment. It does not greatly
matter if you do not know a fact given that you do know where to find it quickly.
Change 8: Variable Course Length
Present university teaching gives everyone exactly the same course duration and produces an
extremely variable range of final output ability. This is not the only possible way. We could try to
produce a consistently high grade of graduate but let the more able ones graduate in a shorter time
so that our final graduates have a guaranteed competence as engineers. This is what the armed
services do. Every naval clearance diver and every ammunition technical officer must be proved to
be able to carry out the entire range of their duties and consequently the resulting qualifications
carry enormous prestige.
Change 9: Student Activities.
In most subjects, but not at present in mechanical engineering, students perform, albeit in guided
and protected ways with access to necessary information, activities which are very like those they
will be doing in their later professional life. Linguists talk and write their language. Musicians play
instruments. Computer scientists use computers. Medical students see sick and injured people.
Mathematicians solve equations. However engineering students mostly do applied mathematics
with nothing to apply it to. With the exception of the highly popular strip-and-build classes the
small amount of practical work is planned so as to minimise the cost of materials and damage to
equipment. It is as if an SAS assault course was planned so as to avoid mud on uniforms and wear
on boots.
Students in the new Centre would divide their time between designing, writing, using machine tools
and testing completed equipment. The projects would be selected to combine mechanics and
electronics and maximise motivation. Renewable energy, mine clearance and the development of
our Stirling engine design are topics which induce high motivation. The compliant wind tunnel
balance built for Physics and the Atlantis platform built for Pharmacology are typical of the work
which might be done for other departments.
Change 10: Monitoring and Assessment
In order to compel students to work and to synchronise the task of marking, many departments now
enforce strict rules about hand-in times for written work. These rules mean that a late submission
gets zero marks while a very bad one, delivered just in time can get a 40% pass. The regulation
forces many people to reduce the standard of work in order to put in something however bad,
particularly if randomly selected deadlines coincide. Quality of work is sacrificed by the fear of the
externally imposed deadline. There is never any chance for second drafts and work improvement. It
would be better to use personally-imposed deadlines to accelerate the delivery of work of much
better quality. The incentive will be an earlier graduation or more exciting projects.
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Present final examinations are interrogations by staff of anxious students at a time announced far
ahead like the date of an execution. Questions are designed to be easy to mark and so become quite
unlike the questions which arise in real life. We all know of good people who perform surprisingly
badly under examination stress. This stress can drive a few students, sometimes the best, to suicide.
Many students report that the intense revision before an exam is followed by almost total amnesia
within a few weeks just as do accident survivors report the repression of the pain of wounds. We
are marking the ability to answer an artificial question in half an hour and would fail somebody who
could solve a far more difficult question overnight. We would get more accurate evaluations if the
assessment process were reversed and a student was able to say ‘I am now confident that I have
mastered this skill and here is my proof.’
Education in a subject can be divided into three categories in ascending order of importance. Firstly
there is a set of core facts which people should know. Second there is a set of skills which people
must be able to exercise. Finally there is a set of attitudes which they must adopt. The set of core
facts can be quite small and indeed in a new subject the number is very low – even zero. However
knowledge of facts is easier to measure than skill which matters much more. The absence of
essential facts after years of study in an established field is an indicator that more the important
abilities and attitudes are lacking.
The absence of facts can be remedied by the skills of finding them and combining them for the
solution of problems. The attitudes of curiosity, motivation, determination and perfectionism lead
people to want to develop the skills. Junior students are more likely to copy good attitudes from
seniors than from their contemporaries. But how can they do this if they never have contact? Only
when core facts, essential skills and correct attitudes are assured should there be time to acquire
specialist knowledge. Indeed if someone develops the skill to learn the essentials of a new area
quickly it is arguable that there is no need for them to have any particular initial specialism.
This process of skill acquisition can be formalised and made clearly explicit by large individual
progress sheets displayed at the entrance to every student cubicle. One column of the sheet would
contain items of core knowledge. The second column would be a list of skills. Items in the
knowledge column would be used like an index to call up more detailed descriptions and pointers to
necessary precursor material, chosen sources either in text books, video material or specially written
documentation produced by the centre. The second column would contain a list of demonstrable
skills. As a student masters each topic and skill it will be entered into a database and highlighted on
the student’s progress sheet. The definition needed for highlighting would be the ability and
willingness to teach that item to anyone else at any time, without warning and could potentially be
removed if this proved not to be the case. The progress sheets should be a large number of easilydigested and interlocked fragments, each fragment small enough for about two new achievements to
be marked up each week.
Gaps will be glaringly, and for more senior students shamefully, obvious to the student and to any
passer-by. As the relative difficulty of each topic will soon emerge it will be possible to predict the
date of completion of each student given their rate of progress to date. The growing coverage of
highlighting and the rate at which it extends will be a powerful continuous competitive incentive.
There could not be a better indicator of achievement or reinforcement of effort.
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Necessary Actions.
We must have a positive written signal from the University that they accept these ideas and want to
support the scheme. This has now been achieved verbally and sufficient space, about to be
mothballed, could be made available.
We must get a promise of some form of recognition by the University for the qualifications. This
may well be new groups of letters with sufficient differences to avoid confusion with existing
degrees. A graded series will allow us to lose low achievers without damage to their self respect.
We should try to obtain provisional accreditation for the new scheme from the Professional
Institutions but I believe that the value of this has been over estimated and that, even if it is
withheld, we could manage without it. These ideas have already been discussed with Tom Patten
and Bernard Crossland, both former Presidents of the IMechE. They received favourable comment
after publication in the IEE Engineering Science and Education Journal.
We must obtain promises of contributions to core material from a sufficient number of existing staff
of both the mechanical and electronic sides of the new combined engineering school. It would take
about six months to prepare the first course support materials. This can be done while building
modifications are in progress. Eventually, senior students will write much of the support material.
We must provide suitable space. The present electronics teaching laboratories in the Fleeming
Jenkin Building have nearly 80 seats with well-chosen, well-maintained electronic test gear and
networked computers. Their annual usage fraction is about 25% (very high for a university) and so
it could absorb the numbers of the new centre without conflict with the present electrical
undergraduates especially if electronic work is steered towards the vacations.
There is no corresponding facility at Edinburgh for mechanical project work by students. The
present wave energy workshop could take only about three more people, far short of the twelve or
so who might need access at the same time. Some more machine tools will be necessary.
The move of the Edinburgh Micro-fabrication Facility to new buildings leaves a large area of the
Fleeming Jenkin building empty. The present plans are that this space should be mothballed but it
could be converted to the open plan with cubicles needed for the correct student interactions. It is a
steel frame building dating from the ‘sixties which is unattractive enough not to be envied but very
versatile with regard to the planning of internal space. It contains the rebuilt wide wave tank and a
materials laboratory operated by Professor Hall.
We must raise sufficient money for building conversion, initial equipment, staff salaries and
University overheads.
Even with help from existing staff there will be a need to recruit initially two and later at least three,
full-time academic staff with one secretary and one technician.
We must extend the present network of industrial contacts so that people can go outside to obtain
experience of activities such as the use of heavy lifting gear, marine operations production lines and
demolition.
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Summary
This paper identifies some of the reasons for the generally low achievement of university
engineering graduates and suggests a number of solutions to the problem which, taken together,
should produce dramatic improvements. The changes are as follows:
•

The creation of a close relationship between mechanical and electronic engineering to reflect the
essential features of nearly all interesting modern technology rather than the separation enforced
by historical attitudes and the professional institutions.

•

The improvement of the use of equipment and facilities by replacing the present 30 (or in reality
27) week year by a 50 week one and providing every inducement for students to spend 55 rather
than 30 hours a week in educational activities.

•

A steady state, continuous intake of students rather than the annual large October batch. Junior
students will work as assistants to senior ones so as to develop team-management skills. The
continuous intake will reduce the numbers of people using any given piece of equipment and
improve the usage factor.

•

A concentration of repeated, unscheduled examinations with large numbers of questions soon
after entry designed to reveal missing knowledge while there is still time for correction.

•

Self-paced learning in a carefully planned, secure environment designed to encourage long hours
with the maximum chance to observe a wide selection of the engineering activities of staff and
other students.

•

Access to rich sources of information following the exertion of a positive effort rather than the
effortless provision of all the information needed for a particular problem.

•

A variable length of course to suit variable ability and entry skills, leading to a more uniform
calibre of graduate.

•

A strong emphasis on ambitious, design-construct-build-test projects with access to theory when
it is relevant to a current problem.

•

A continuous indication of progress through the syllabus with a public map of proved
achievement and predicted completion date.

The cost per graduate will be about double the present cost of all people leaving with a notional
degree but the cost per ‘good engineer’ will be about one fifth. The new Centre could be housed in
the Fleeming Jenkin building with the removal of some internal walls to provide an open plan and
better daylight.
A separate paper (which follows) is a draft brochure to be sent to potential students.
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Draft brochure to be sent to Engineering Learning Centre Applicants.

7 March 1998

Thank you for your interest in courses at the Edinburgh University Innovative Engineering Learning
Centre. This document will explain the differences between our approach and that of the more
traditional ones. We hope that it will help you to decide whether to go further with your
application.
Who are we trying to recruit?
We are looking for people who want to learn how to solve technical problems and to invent, design,
make and test useful, interesting equipment that will usually combine mechanics, electronics and
computers. Like all universities we believe that our job will be easier the brighter our intake and
we want to avoid the unhappiness suffered by people who cannot manage the work. For someone
straight from school we expect scores at A level and Scottish Higher of at least 22. (Your best three
A levels count A=10, B=8, C=6, D=4 and E=2. The best five Scottish Highers count A=6, B=4 and
C=2). We expect one subject to be mathematics and a second to be related to engineering, physics
or computer science.
These rules are not so strictly applied to mature entrants who can substitute proven industrial
achievement for examination results. Suitable mature candidates may be electronic or mechanical
engineers who want to extend their range of skills to the other subject. They may be
mathematicians, physicists or computer scientists who want to learn about technology. It is even
possible for us to admit people with apparently inappropriate previous degrees who now wish that
that they had studied engineering and can convince us that they will succeed.
We are not interested only in your school record. We are also looking for people who have a deep
urge to make things. This will already have revealed itself as an interest in model aeroplanes, boats,
radio-control, hi-fi, the repair of household equipment or the ownership of tools. If we invite you to
an interview, please make sure that you are ready to talk about your activities in these areas.
The courses are not designed for people who have to be pushed. You will have to supply your own
motivation and make the best use of the environment we provide rather than be spoon fed. We
slightly prefer people who have had some gap after leaving school. The only danger of this is that it
is very easy to forget your school mathematics if you do not keep it in use. If you spend an
intervening year back-packing in the Australian outback take a copy of the book ‘Mathematics for
Engineering Students’ by Ken Stroud and read at least one chapter a week.
What is the Syllabus?
The present version is on the attached, rather large, sheet. You will see that there are two columns.
On the right are the skills that you have to show. On the left are the theories and supporting facts
that we think you will need before you can exercise these skills. Not shown are the attitudes which
we hope you will acquire by working with people who have them. You will not get a Bachelors
degree until you can prove to us and to external examiners that you can do all of the lower section
and 80% of the middle section. This sheet of paper will be pinned to the door of your study space.
Mature students will be able to highlight many of the topics quite soon, avoid wasting time on
things they already know and so can get on with a selection of the specialities on offer in the upper
section. As you prove each step, you highlight it on the sheet and will then have to explain it to any
other student. There is nothing like having to teach something to show your real ability.
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How is it assessed ?
Your first surprise will be that an important exam comes at the very beginning of your course
because we have to find out what you know before we can help you to learn what you do not. You
will be given nearly a thousand short questions that would be very easy if you know the theory
already. There is no question yet of passing or failing. Just skip the ones you cannot do. We
record how long you take but this can be as long as you like and have as many goes as you like with
access to whatever information you want. You can even keep the list of questions to use as a
revision aid. This may sound great for anyone who panics over exams but the downside is that you
will have to do nearly the same questions over and over again, sometimes with no warning, getting
higher scores and shorter times until you can reproduce the correct answers to all of them at any
time. We will send you a sample examination pack for you to begin with if we accept your
application. Your later meetings with these questions will have some subtle variations, so you will
need to understand the theory properly rather than just mentally photo-copying the answers.
At the next stage the assessment will be made by staff and senior students for whom you will be
working. They will watch you in action, authorise the high-lighting stages of your syllabus sheet
and report on your progress. Many of the steps will involve a deliverable object.
Towards the end of the course the assessment for Bachelor degrees is more like the system now
normally in use for Master and Doctoral theses. Two external examiners, one from industry and one
from another university, will look at reports you have written, the circuits and equipment you have
designed and the state of your technical filing system. They will be taking the role of potential
employers and looking for the proof that you can really do all , not just a sample, of the things you
claim. We try to pick the industrial examiner from a field relevant to one of your major projects and
so it is possible that the examination may, simultaneously, become a job interview.
When can I start and how long does it take ?
The courses have a continuous student intake so you can begin at a time that suits both you and us.
You can arrange entry at a distant date so as to do something interesting after you leave school or
between jobs. Instead of producing graduates with a very wide range of ability in an exactly fixed
duration we want to produce uniformly high-calibre people who may have taken quite different
times to reach that level. This means that there is a chance for a hard-working genius to get through
rapidly but that normally intelligent people can still get there in the end. The only limit to this is
that the University insists that you spend at least 4000 hours on a Bachelors degree and 1600 hours
on the upgrade to a Master’s. Furthermore we do not count more than 48 hours a week and insist on
some holiday, so that these degrees have to last at least 22 and 8 months. Only a very determined
person would be able to achieve this speed and would need and deserve a very good holiday
afterwards.
Doctorates have to take a minimum of thirty-three months and only a very few people can expect to
complete everything in that time.
If you want to take a break you can do so at any time. However the University will not stop the fee
clock except for a proven medical reason or after a long enough period of notice for us to fill your
place.
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What are the activities ?
After the first examination phase, which should not take more than a week, you will work on basic
exercises in the machine shop and learn the essential computer skills namely managing the current
version of Windows, drawing, word-processing and a mathematical application. Because of the
continuous intake you will have uninterrupted access to professional grade computers and software.
The course is totally flexible. Everyone can follow their own path at their chosen speed.
Once you are competent in these basic skills and have passed your workshop safety tests you will
work as a junior assistant to a senior student who will be finishing a project. The project will have
been chosen to demonstrate some of the theory on your syllabus list. There is a cross index to an
enormous file system for each theory item which might be on paper, video tape, CD, the internet or
in a section of a book. This means that most of your theory will be learned with clear demonstration
of the need which makes it much easier to remember for life. If you need help with any theory
beyond what is in the file you can ask any students who have highlighted it on their syllabus sheets.
To prove that you really know a piece of theory you will have to produce a very high quality
technical report with professional layout and drawings. This will have to be far better than any
normal student work and you will have to correct it again and again until it is of a standard high
enough to help other students. There is no artificial deadline imposed for the convenience of
markers, so you can go on until something is really good. The standard we aim for could be
compared to the very high quality of Open University material. The first few reports will take ages
but you will soon produce them more quickly.
You will be assigned to various projects chosen to extend the coverage of your high-lighting and
will then be able to design, build, test and document a project on your own. By this stage you will
be competent to use any of our machine tools and electronic instruments and will be exposed to the
mistakes in your own designs when you come to make them work. Reality is much harsher than any
exam but this will be a happy period because you can concentrate completely on just one thing at a
time.
The projects cover a wide range. Examples from previous years are hardware for renewable energy,
especially wave and tidal streams, computer-controlled hydraulics, wave-tank equipment, medical
electronics, signal acquisition, signal conditioning, the development of clean and efficient engines
using the Stirling cycle, equipment for suppressing explosions, a vehicle for detonating antipersonnel mines and hardware for micro-fabrication. There is no reason why you should not
suggest projects of your own.
Make the most of your time on your individual projects because happiness never lasts. Towards the
end of your course you will be tackling ambitious work and using junior students as assistants. This
is harder than it sounds because you have to spread your concentration over their work as well, take
the blame for their mistakes, learn how to boost their motivation and assess their progress.
From time to time the Centre will take on a rush job for an industrial client or another university
department. We can put lots of people to work on a problem and aim to produce solutions faster
than any other organisation. Now the deadlines are real.
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What are the working hours ?
The Centre is open all the time but you will not be allowed to use machine tools on your own until
you can prove that you are safe with them. You will find that being in charge of your own working
rate, with breaks or days off whenever you feel like them, will allow you to work for much longer
with less effort. We keep a computer record of all your arrivals and departures. We do everything
we can to make you want to spend time in the Centre because you are enjoying it, but we discourage
you from working more than 55 hours a week or starting new machining work after six in the
evening. We know the history of times taken by other students for each of the topics and after a few
months we can give you a projection of your likely graduation date at your present rate of advance.
This will allow you to make your own decision about accelerating or taking things more easily.
What are the working conditions ?
The centre has an open plan layout so that you can see lots of projects in progress. You are
encouraged to learn about all of them. From the very start you will have your own cubicle space.
The partitions are designed to minimise distractions from other activities. We spend a lot on
acoustical insulation. Although the space has to be small, it is all yours and you will have room for
books, papers and your own computer. We have an easy payments system which makes this quite
cheap if you can assemble one yourself, but you have to take it away when you graduate.
Outside your cubicle are test benches for electronic assembly and the Centre’s library of essential
engineering books. There is an enormous technical filing system with which you will have to be
familiar. Downstairs are machine tools and noisier plant. There are transparent dividing partitions
so that you can see but not be distracted by noise. The attached video tape will show you all our
facilities and some of the activities.
Can I transfer from other universities ?
Edinburgh will give 1000 hours credit towards a Bachelors degree for a year (and pro rata for parts
of a year) spent on a first degree somewhere else, provided that people can perform well enough in
our primary examination. However because of the unusual nature of our courses we cannot extend
this to longer periods without special permission. We do not know yet which other universities will
give credit for parts of our course.
What will I be like at the end ?
You will have demonstrable skills in drawing and in several computer applications. You will be
able to use any electronic instrument and be safe with any machine tool. You will be familiar with a
wide range of industrial processes and will not show fear in the presence of any computer. You will
be able to design and build digital and analogue circuitry and find faults in electronic equipment.
You will have planned an experiment, used a complex data-collection system, analysed results and
written top-quality technical reports. You will have a reasonable knowledge of the market for
materials, mechanical and electronic parts. You will have a sound theoretical grasp of the way
energy gets converted through mechanical systems and how signals get converted in electronic ones.
(You will find that there are striking resemblances and a few interesting gaps.) With this theory you
will be able to learn the essentials of any new engineering field and many scientific fields quickly.
You will have an aggressive, innovative approach to problem solving. You will have had
experience of working as a subordinate and as a supervisor, in a team and on your own. You will
have developed mental stamina and the attitudes of perfectionism and intellectual curiosity. You
will understand the importance of theory, how to use it to improve practice and you will be alert to
any discrepancy between the two.
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